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concentrated effort that only those who have observed it
will realize the consequent improvement.
The difference in such educative play from the formal
teaching is that in formal teaching the teacher's motive
was to improve the pupil's speed and accuracy in calcu-
lation ; in proportion to the strength of her motive and
the strenuousness of her effort was her success. The
happy teacher was she who could enlist the sympathy
of her class, suggest her motive was theirs and had many
ingenious devices to make the lesson interesting to chil-
dren. In the end as often as not the standard lowered
with change of teacher, for the motive disappeared. Nor
did the arithmetical skill remain, and for all the earnest
teaching often little was to be shown shortly after a child
left school.
It still remains to be seen what the children of to-day
are like twenty years hence, but at any rate if we can en-
courage them to work out their own plans as fully and as
well as they can, they will at least lay the foundation of
good volitional habits.
It seems, then, that the necessary conditions for a high
standard of effort persistently continued, until the desired
degree of perfection is attained, are motive, knowledge
of what standards are attainable by the expert, and what
with intelligent practice by the learner. If this conclusion
is correct we are back again at the conditions for the acqui-
sition of any form of skill. When the teacher of drawing
shows the work of great painters and by encouragement
and helpful criticism urges the very youthful amateur to
try again and make even greater effort at perfection, he
is training the will of his pupil. This is as one would expect
if the hypothesis is accepted that mind grows structurally
with all its parts interrelated and all its store of energy and
experience at the call of whatever mental activity needs
it. In other words, good teaching and intelligent learning
have direct and indirect results, both equally valuable.
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